BUILDING INSTRUCTIONS:
Square Washers Boxes.

SUPPLIES:
• 2 – 16” squares of plywood or OSB.
• 2 x 4’s – enough to cut 8, 16” pieces.
• Screws – 1 1/2” or 2”
• Construction adhesive
• Outdoor carpet or turf (optional)

TOOLS:
• Drill
• Tape Measure
• Saw: table, handsaw, or circular.
Cutting:

**Bottom Panels:**
Cut your plywood or OSB into squares that are each 16 inches by 16 inches.

**Box Sides:**

If possible, make diagonal cuts for your box corners, with the long edges measuring 16”
  -- cut 8 pieces

Note: For normal cuts, the long rails will measure 16”, and have the other 2 sides be 13” cuts.
  -- cut 4 16” pieces & 4 13” pieces.

**PVC:**

Cut 2 sections of PVC pipe to 3 1/2”

Building the boxes:

Lay out your 4 side rails as they will fit together. Apply construction adhesive or wood glue to the ends that will come together. Drill your screws into the box ends to lock them together.

Attach the 16” square bottom piece to the assembled sides with screws.

Repeat for the second box.
Attaching the holes:

Apply construction adhesive to the bottom end of the PVC pipe, and press it firmly into the center of the box.

Give the glue plenty of time to dry.

Notes:
- 1” L brackets can also be used
- A 4” toilet flange can also be used

Finish the boards:

Paint, prime, poly, seal, finish, etc. How you complete the boards is up to you! Carpet can also be added into the bottom of the boxes.

You’re done! Now go play Washers!

Instructions provided by www.WasherGamePlayers.com